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Lay Down
Alberta Cross

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
                   LAY DOWN (Acoustic) - Alberta Cross
                http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDisZUHkcq4           
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

He plays it on a 12-string guitar, but you can of course play it on a
 normal  one, too. D and Em in the verses are barchords. Another video of him
playing is
here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xLqScj_1FiA (You can see the chord-
progression a bit better there.) It should be pretty accurate even though 
I m not 100% sure about the last bridge, but you can probably figure it out
by playing. Have fun!

Intro:
    Bm   D    E
e|--2----2----0---|
B|--3----3----0---|
G|--4----2----1---|
D|--4----0----2---|
A|--2----x----2---|
E|--2----x----0---|

Verse:
Bm
It s just a beating
D      Em
Oh, it feels like you want it
Bm
A taste of living
D        Em
Oh, just a drop in the water

Bridge:
Bm             A                        Em
And I m trying to will myself against a better path
Bm              A                  Em
And I m finding the way you groove is just another way of trying

Chorus:
Bm     D      E
Lay down, lay down on me now
Bm      D       E
Stay down, stay down with me now
Bm             D                    E
And I m trying to live my life in a better way
Bm     D      E
Lay down, lay down on me



Verse:
Bm
Tired of living
D      Em
Oh, it feels like a warning
Bm
Instead of giving
D      Em
Oh, it seems like you want it

Bridge:
Bm               A                    Em
And I m fighting to live my life in a better way
Bm              A                Em
And I m finding the way you move is just another way of dying

Chorus:
Bm     D      E
Lay down, lay down on me now
Bm      D       E
Stay down, stay down with me now
Bm             D                    E
And I m trying to live my life in a better way
Bm     D      E
Lay down, lay down on me

Bridge:
B
Since you re living
Bm       E
Oh, sure you want it?
B        
It s why you re missing
Bm      E
Oh, why you want it?
B
You re coming with me
Bm      E
Oh, you should be there
B
We re a part of
Bm            E
Oh, something greater
B
You re coming with me
Bm
You re coming with me
E
You re coming with me

Chorus:
Bm     D      E
Lay down, lay down on me now



Bm      D       E
Stay down, stay down with me now
Bm  D       E
Lay down, lay
Bm      D       E
Oh, lay down, lay (3x)


